Abstract: Controlled mechanical ventilation with variable tidal volume, random non-correlated sequences and constant minute ventilation, was found to be advantageous especially in the therapy of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). However the properties of the tidal volume sequence might differ from the intrinsic variability of subjects respiratory control especially in anaesthetized patients with ARDS. In this contribution we characterized the variability (coefficient of variation, scaling exponent and sample entropy) of cycle-by-cycle respiratory variables in different assisted ventilation modes in a model of ARDS in pigs. While cycle-by-cycle minute ventilation varies with high inter-subject variability, tidal volume shows significant long-rang correlation during ventilation with effort proportional assist.
Introduction
Controlled mechanical ventilation with variable tidal volume V T was found to be advantageous especially in the therapy of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). In the majority of experimental studies uncorrelated white noise (like) patterns derived from spontaneously breathing subjects were used to control V T or respiratory rate f R . f R and V T , respectively, were calculated using Eq. 1 for the i th ventilatory cycle achieving constant MV [1] .
MV i = V T ;i ¡ f R;i (1) However these preliminaries pose a significant deviation from the intrinsic variability in healthy subjects. In this contribution the variability of cycle-by-cycle ventilation parameters was assessed during modes of assisted mechanical ventilation in experimental ARDS.
Methods
Experimental data: Respiratory signals used for the parameter calculation described below were obtained from a previous experimental study of our group on a surfactant depletion model of ARDS in 24 female, juvenile pigs 1 [2] . During therapy each animal was randomly assigned to either pressure support (PSV), variable pressure support (vPSV) or proportional assist ventilation (PAV). While in PSV the level of pressure support was constant, it varied every cycle acc. to a normally distributed, uncorrelated pattern in vPSV with CV = 30%, and was proportional to the inspiratory effort of the subject during PAV. Cycle-by-cycle 
Discussion
The reduced variability in tidal volume, as assessed by CV , during PSV compared to PAV and vPSV indicates that most of the variability does not result from the variability in the inspiratory timing, but likely from the inspiratory effort (muscle and/or ventilator), assuming subject-ventilator synchrony. A similar behaviour was observed in minute ventilation. This analysis shows that minute ventilation is not constant from cycle-to-cycle in the anaesthetized state.
During PSV, the variability of MV is determined mainly by variability in f R compared to vPSV and PAV where it is mainly determined by V T . All CV values for the PAV group displayed a high scatter, indicating a high intersubject variability of this parameter and possibly a better subject-ventilator interaction in terms of cycle-by-cycle variability. However the study results show no difference in terms of gas exchange / lung mechanics but suggest increased inspiratory effort during PAV compared to (v)PSV [2] . The main limitation of this analysis of coefficients of variance is the assumption of normal distribution in all three analysed cycle-by-cycle metrics. At least the distribution of Analysis of pattern complexity showed an increased sample entropy in all parameters for vPSV similar to the value expected for a random sequence [4] . Reduced complexity in PAV suggests that subject initiated complexity is significantly lower than the complexity of a random sequence SE random > 2.
The linear detrended fluctuation analysis showed increased long-range correlation in V T values for PAV and PSV compared to vPSV. While the variability of PSV and its autocorrelated property mainly arise due to errors in application / measurement of V T and the ventilators trigger mechanism, the correlation seen for PAV can be rather attributed to the variability caused by the subject. This suggests similar long-range correlations during ARDS therapy in anaesthetized pigs and awake or REM-sleeping humans [5] .
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